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Submitted assignment

1) Water governance incorporates:  
   - a) Formulating, establishing and implementing water policies and legislation  
   - b) Assigning roles and responsibilities to stakeholders for owning, managing and administering water.  
   - c) Sectoral allocation and distribution of water resources  
   - d) All of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:  
   d) All of the above

2) Which of these is NOT a formal element of water governance:  
   - a) Properties and water use rights  
   - b) Customary Law  
   - c) Water policy and legislation  
   - d) Formalized contracts such as water treaties

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:  
   b) Customary Law

3) One of the important aspects of a good water governance practice:  
   - a) The targets should be achievable  
   - b) Should strictly focus on maximizing financial returns  
   - c) Should strictly focus on ensuring ecological sustainability

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:  
   a) The targets should be achievable
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4) The OECD Principles on Water Governance target:
- a) Enhancing the Effectiveness of Water Governance
- b) Enhancing the Efficiency of Water Governance
- c) Enhancing trust and engagement in Water Governance
- d) All of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
- d) All of the above

5) As per OECD Principles, promoting the adoption and implementation of innovative water governance practices is a tool for:
- a) Enhancing the effectiveness of water governance
- b) Enhancing the efficiency of water governance
- c) Enhancing trust and engagement in water governance
- d) None of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
- b) Enhancing the efficiency of water governance

6) In a hierarchical governance structure:
- a) Resource allocation is based on market mechanism
- b) Key power lies with local government
- c) Centralized institutions detect to lower level administrative settings
- d) Government control is reduced

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
- c) Centralized institutions detect to lower level administrative settings

7) In a distributed governance structure:
- a) Resource allocation is based on market mechanism
- b) Key power lies with local government
- c) Centralized institutions detect to lower level administrative settings
- d) Government control is reduced

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
- b) Key power lies with local government

8) The role of external experts in water governance include:
- a) Policy and law making
- b) Implementing water related schemes
- c) Suggesting the policy-makers and implementers about the attributes water management policies and technological solutions
- d) None of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0
Accepted Answers:
- d) None of the above
9) Social dimension of good water governance considers:  

- a) The equitable allocation and use of water resources
- b) Economically efficient use of water resources and the role of water in economic growth.
- c) Democratic opportunities to citizens to participate in water governance
- d) Sustainable use of water resources for ecosystem integrity

No, the answer is incorrect.  
Score: 0

Accepted Answers:  
c) Suggesting the policy-makers and implementers about the attributes water management policies and technological solutions

10) Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGIs) aggregate governance indicators into:  

- a) Voice and accountability, and Political stability and absence of violence
- b) Government effectiveness, and Regulatory quality
- c) Rule of law, and Control of corruption
- d) All of the above

No, the answer is incorrect.  
Score: 0

Accepted Answers:  
d) All of the above